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Dedicated calculator with STAT mode.
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Homework
&
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previous test, but familiarity with all material covered up to that point is expected. You
will need a dedicated calculator (not cell phone or tablet computer) on all tests. There
are no make-up tests. If you miss a test for any reason you will get a score of �1 on it.
You must keep all your tests through the term.

Grades First see the rules above. There will be 6 tests. Your 5 best scores will each count 20%
toward your grade. There will be a grade boost if you have done all the homework over
the term.

Note Last day to drop: February 2. Last day to withdraw: April 6.
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Week 1 Tuesday, January 23
Ch. 1: Introduction.
Review of basic mathematics.

Week 2 Tuesday, January 30
Ch. 2: Organizing data

Week 3 Tuesday, February 6
Ch. 3: Summarizing data
Central tendency and dispersion

Test 1: Chapters 1& 2
score %

Week 4 Tuesday, February 13
Ch. 3: Summarizing data
Position, outliers, 5-number summary

Week 5 Tuesday, February 20
Ch. 4: Relationships
Scatter diagrams and correlation

Test 2: Chapter 3
score %

Week 6 Tuesday, February 27
Ch. 4: Relationships
Least squares regression

Week 7 Tuesday, March 6
Ch. 5: Probability
Basic probability ideas

Test 3: Chapter 4
score %

Spring Break
Week 8 Tuesday, March 20

Ch. 6: Discrete probability distributions

Week 9 Tuesday, March 27
Ch. 7: The normal probability distribution

Test 4: Chapters 5& 6
score %

Week 10 Tuesday, April 3
Ch. 8: Sampling distributions

Week 11 Tuesday, April 10
Ch. 9: Estimating values

Test 5: Chapters 7& 8
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Week 12 Tuesday, April 17
Ch. 10: Hypothesis tests; Course review
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Test 6: Chapters 9& 10
score %

Final: TBA
Letter Grade Key
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Arvind Borde / MAT19.001, Week 1: Introduction and Review

(1) Why are you here? To learn statistics.
(2) What is statistics?
Statistics is the science of

a) collecting,
b) organizing,
c) summarizing, and
d) analyzing

information in order to draw conclusions and provide
a measure of confidence in these conclusions.

1

The “information” that is collected, organized, etc.,
in statistics is data.

Data can be numerical (such as the heights of a
group of people) or not (such as the genders of
people).

2

Statistics can often be misused: for example, a talk
show host using people who call in with an opinion
as a measure of how widespread that opinion is.

(3) Why is this misleading?
It’s a self-selecting sample of people who

(a) feel strongly about the subject, and
(b) have time on their hands.

3

Examples of Statistical Statements
New York Times, January 8, 2016

Seattle Seahawks’ Defense Stands Out, Even Across Eras

“Over the last four years, Seattle has allowed 15.73 points
a game, relative to the league average of 22.89. The stan-
dard deviation in points allowed by the league’s 32 teams
over this period has been 2.62 points per game. This means
Seattle, which has been over 7 points a game better than
average, has been 2.73 standard deviations better than av-
erage, a statistic known as a Z-score.”

4

New York Times, January 15, 2016
Signs of a Retail Rebound as Consumers Take On More Debt

“Statistics from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York show
that auto loans increased by more than 12 percent from the
third quarter of 2014 to the third quarter of 2015. That
left the total of auto credit at $1.05 trillion”

5

New York Times, September 5, 2015
The Collateral Victims of Criminal Justice

“Between 1991 and 2007, the percentage of children with
mothers in prison more than doubled, according to fed-
eral data – and that does not count the many more moth-
ers who spent time in jail. It doesn’t take statistics to
grasp how damaging separation can be, but even so, the
data shows these children have more depression, aggression,
delinquency, absenteeism, asthma and migraines.”

6

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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Week 1, Slides 7–12 Arvind Borde

New York Times, September 5, 2015
Awash in Data, Thirsting for Truth

“. . . in a numbers-soaked era. . . questions arise: How im-
portant is data to reporting? And does it get readers closer
to the truth or obscure it?

“I’m thinking about these questions because of two recent
pieces in The New York Times,. . .

“The first was a major exposé of brutal working conditions
at Amazon, based on six months of reporting . . . some,
including Amazon brass, contested it . . .

7

“The second piece was a magazine cover story, built on data,
arguing that a feared digital-age ‘creative apocalypse’ never
happened. . . . Many readers disputed the article’s conclu-
sions and charged that the numbers it relied upon had been
‘cherry-picked’ to make a flawed case.. . . ”

– Margaret Sullivan, The Public Editor

8

Understanding statistical tests in the medical literature

“When writing or reading articles, one should be aware whether
the statistical tests performed were appropriate for the type
of data collected and used, thereby avoiding misleading
conclusions. The goal of all statistical tests is to deter-
mine whether two (or more) variables are associated with
one another or independent from each other. . . ”

“One of the first things to keep in mind is the type of data
and outcomes the author wants to measure and correlate. . .

9

“The second important thing to keep in mind is how the re-
sults are distributed. Do they follow a ‘bell curve’. . . , sim-
ilar to biological phenomena and exam grading techniques,
or do the results tend to cluster resulting in a skewed dis-
tribution?”

– National Institute of Health, September 2008

10

Health & Health Profession Statistics

“Nursing is the nation’s largest health care profession, with
more than 3.1 million registered nurses nationwide. Of all
licensed RNs, 2.6 million or 84.8% are employed in nursing.

“Registered Nurses comprise one of the largest segments of
the U.S. workforce as a whole and are among the highest
paying large occupations. Nearly 58% of RNs worked in
general medical and surgical hospitals, where RN salaries
averaged $66,700 per year.”

– American Association of Colleges of Nursing
September 2015

11

New York Times, August 19, 2017
The Stock Market Has Been Magical. It Can’t Last.

“The bull market that started in March 2009 seems to have
gone on forever, but that’s only a small part of the story.
What is astonishing is the way that stocks have risen in
2017.. . .

“Several statistical measurements demonstrate how unusual
this market environment has been.”

– Je↵ Sommer

12

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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MAT19.001 Week 1, Slides 13–18

Statistical Puzzles

(4) Studies show that breast-fed children have
higher IQs than those who were not breast-fed.
Does this mean that the act of breast-feeding in-
creases a child’s IQ? No.
It’s more likely that there are underlying causes for
both breast-feeding and higher IQ.

13

(5) During WWII the statistician Abraham Wald
analyzed bullet damage on planes that returned
from missions. He recommended that the sys-
tematically damaged portions of aircraft be left
unchanged, but that the undamaged parts be re-
enforced.
If planes could return with those parts damaged,
they were not vital. But the planes that did not return

might well have su↵ered damage to the other parts.

14

(6) Here are some real baseball batting averages:

1995 1996

Derek Jeter .250 .314

David Justice .253 .321

Who had the higher batting average over the two
years? Jeter.

(7) How is this possible?
15

Here are the details of the years:

1995 1996

Jeter 12/48 .250 183/582 .314

Justice 104/411 .253 45/140 .321

Now combine the two years:
Jeter: 195/630 = 0.310

Justice: 149/551 = 0.270

16

Some Statistical Terms
Definition

The entire group under study is the population.
An individual is a person or object that is a mem-
ber of the population. A sample is a subset of the
population.

17

Example: I want to study the weekly spending
habits of students at LIU Post. I hand you (the
students in this class) a survey.
(8) What is the population in this study?
All students on campus.
(9) Who are the individuals?
A single student on campus.
(10) What is my sample?
Students in Math 19.

18

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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Week 1, Slides 19–24 Arvind Borde

Definition

Descriptive statistics consist of organizing and
summarizing data.

Typical ways to organize, summarize and display
data are numerical summaries, tables, and graphs.

19

Definition

Inferential statistics uses methods that take a re-
sult from a sample, extend it to the population,
and measure the reliability of the result.

The idea is not just to describe and display the
information you have collected, but to infer some-
thing from it. The process is never completely
accurate. You also need a way to measure your
confidence in the inference.

20

Definition

A statistic is a numerical summary of a sample.

If my survey of you (see slide 18) shows that you
spend $102 per week on average, that number is
a statistic.

21

Definition

A parameter is a numerical summary of a full
population.

If all students on campus were asked, and the av-
erage weekly spending was found to be $93, that
number is a parameter.

One goal of inferential statistics is to estimate pa-
rameters from statistics.

22

Variables in statistics are the characteristics of in-
dividuals within the population. They can be clas-
sified into two groups: qualitative or quantitative.

In my weekly spending example, students are the
individuals.

The amount of money they spend is the variable
(it varies from individual to individual).

23

Definition

Qualitative (categorical) variables are descrip-
tive characteristics.

These variables are often non-numerical, but don’t
have to be.

Example: Gender, name.

24

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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MAT19.001 Week 1, Slides 25–30

Definition

Quantitative variables are numerical measures of
individuals that can be manipulated mathemati-
cally (added, subtracted, etc.).

Example: Height, weekly spending.

25

(11) If, instead of names, I identify you by your ID
number, does that switch your identifier variable
from qualitative to quantitative?
No. ID numbers can’t be meaningfully manipulated
mathematically – it makes no sense to add them,
for example.

26

(12) Identify these as quantitative or qualitative:
a) Your nationality. Qual.
b) Your temperature. Quant.
c) Your weight. Quant.
d) Your zip code. Qual.

27

Definition

A discrete variable is a quantitative variable that
has either a finite number of possible values or a
“countable” number of possible values.

The term countable means that the values result
from counting, such as 0, 1, 2, 3, and so on. A dis-
crete variable cannot take on every possible value
between any two possible values.

28

Definition

A continuous variable is a quantitative variable
that has an infinite number of possible values that
are not countable.

A continuous variable may take on every possible
value between any two values.

29

(13) One of the two quantitative variables we used
as examples, height and weekly spending, is dis-
crete and one is continuous. Which is which?
Height: continuous.
Spending: discrete.

30

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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Week 1, Slides 31–36 Arvind Borde

Definition

An observational study measures the value of
variables without attempting to influence them.

In an observational study, the researcher observes
the behavior of the individuals without trying to
influence the outcome.

31

Definition

A designed experiment changes the value of a
variable, and then records the value of the re-
sponse.

In a designed experiment, the researcher changes
the situation in order to see if it influences the
outcome.

32

A study of the possible relationship between cell
phone use and brain tumors that looks at people
with and without tumors, then studies if their cell
phone usage di↵ers is observational.

A study that bombards rats with cell phone fre-
quency radiation to see if they develop tumors is
a designed experiment.

33

It may seem that an observational study does less
harm. But it may also cause confusion.

One observational study has shown that seniors
who get ’flu shots are far less likely to get the ’flu,
or associated diseases such as pneumonia.

(14) Does this prove that the ’flu shot makes peo-
ple healthier, or are there variables that have not
been taken into account? Mobility?

34

Definition

A lurking variable is a variable that was not con-
sidered in a study, but that a↵ects the value of the
response in the study.

In our ’flu example, those who got the shots were
often more mobile than ones who did not, for ex-
ample, so mobility was a lurking variable there.

(We distinguish between association and causation.)

35

Sampling

How do we pick samples?
Definition

Random sampling is the process of using chance
to select individuals from a population to be in-
cluded in the sample.

An opposing approach is convenience sampling.

36

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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MAT19.001 Week 1, Slides 37–42

(15) In the weekly spending example on slide 18,
was my sampling random or convenience?
Convenience. 2

(16) How might I randomize the sample?
Pick ID numbers out of a hat?

37

Definition

A sample is called a simple random sample if
each
(i) individual in the sample is chosen by chance,
(ii) member of the population has an equal chance
of being included in the sample, and
(iii) possible sample of size n has an equally likely
chance of occurring.

38

For example, I have 27 students in class. I decide
to give out 10 A grades at random. I write on
pieces of paper all possible lists of 10 students,
then pick one list out of a hat.

In practice, one picks one student at random, then
the next, etc., but this is not exactly the same.
(17) Why not? Chances of selection not equal.
2

39

We’ll concentrate on simple random sampling in
this course, but (for the record), here’s another
kind of random sampling: stratified random sampling.

It’s used in situations where the population has
strata, or layers, and it’s important to ensure that
each is proportionately represented in the sample.

40

(18) Can you give an xxample where such situa-
tions might occur?
Political polling: income might influence opinions.
2

(19) What would you do in situations where strata
are important?
Pick a random sample from each stratum (layer),
with a size that proportionately represents it.

41

(20) If 5% of the population has an income above
$1,000,000, 60% between that and $100,000, and
the rest under $100,000, what would a good strat-
ified sample of 200 contain?
10 individuals with income > $1,000,000

120 individuals between that and $100,000
70 under $100,000.

42

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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Week 1, Slides 43–48 Arvind Borde

Review
Whole Numbers

(21) 2 + 2 =?

(22) 1 + 2 + 3 =?

(23) 12� 3 + 4 =?

43

(24) 1 + 2 + 3 . . . 100 =?

= (1 + 100) + (2 + 99) + (3 + 98) . . .

= 101 + 101 + 101 + . . .

(25) How many such pairs are there? 50

(26) So, what is the sum? 101⇥ 50 = 5050

44

Statistics often requires you to add a lot of num-
bers. Using “+” over and over again can get old.

Welcome Sigma, X

our new b↵.

45

What does
100X

i=1

i

mean?

It means

46

What does

(27)
100X

i=1

3i mean?

(28)
100X

i=1

i2 mean?

47

What does

(29)
50X

i=1

i

i+ 1
mean?

(30)
nX

i=1

1

i
mean?

48

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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MAT19.001 Week 1, Slides 49–54

(31) What does
nX

i=5

1

i

mean?

49

OK. Back to “smaller” calculations:
(32) 2� 2 =? 0.
(33) 2 + (�2) =? 2 + (�2) = 2� 2 = 0.

(34) 2� (�2) =? 2� (�2) = 2 + 2 = 4.

50

Fractions

(35)
1

2
+

2

3
=?

51

(36)
1

2
�

2

3
=?

52

(37)
3

2
+

3

4
=?

53

(38)
3

2
⇥

3

4
=?

54

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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Week 1, Slides 55–60 Arvind Borde

(39)
3

2
⇥

4

5
=?

OR

55

(40)
3

2
÷

4

5
=?

56

Division by any number is the same as multiplica-
tion by its reciprocal.

Why?

Consider division by 2, as an example: Dividing
something by 2 is the same as halving it. There-
fore,

N ÷ 2 = N ⇥

1

2

This is true for division by any number.57

Order of Operations

You will be expected to know the addition, sub-
traction, multiplication and division of basic frac-
tions, as well as simplifying the answer.

You will also be expected to know in which order
you carry out these operations.

58

(41)
1

2
+

2

3
⇥

2

5
=?

59

(42)
✓
1

2
+

2

3

◆
⇥

2

5
=?

60

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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MAT19.001 Week 1, Slides 61–66

Equations

(43) Solve 3x� 15 = 0.

61

(44) Solve 4x� 2 = 13� 2x.

62

(45) Solve �5x+ 1 = 0

63

Coordinates

(46) What are the coordinates of

64

(47) What are the coordinates of

65

(48) Plot the points (�1, 3) and (2,�3).

66

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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Week 1, Slides 67–72 Arvind Borde

Functions and Graphs
Definition

A function expresses a relationship between two
(or more) variables.

Examples:

67

We distinguish between the variable that you can
change freely, the independent, and the variable(s)
that depend(s) on it, the dependent variable(s).

If two variables are separated, one on the left the
other on the right, it’s usually assumed that the
right-hand variable is independent. For example,
in y = x2 + 1, x is assumed independent and y

dependent.

68

In more complicated situations, for example
2u + v3 = u�

p

v,

you’ll be told which variable you should think of
as independent.

The set of all possible values of the independent
variable is called the domain of the function, and
the set of all possible values of the dependent
variable the range.

69

For example, the domain of y = 1/x2 is the set
of all values of x besides 0, and the range is all
values of y > 0.
(49) Why?
Domain: 1/x2 is undefined at x = 0.
Range: 1/x2 cannot be negative or zero.

We can write the domain as (�1,1)� {0}, and
the range as (0,1).

70

(50) What are the domain and range of

y =
1

x� 1
?

Domain: All x 6= 1.
Range: All y 6= 0.

71

The dependent variable, say y, is called a function
of the independent variable, say x. We write this
expression as f(x), read as “f of x.” So,

y = x2 + 1 and f(x) = x2 + 1

have the same content. When we write y = f(x)

we’re saying that y is a function of x.

72

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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MAT19.001 Week 1, Slides 73–78

Graphs of Linear Functions
To plot the linear function 2x� 1:

1) Write the equation y = 2x� 1.
2) Make a table:

Chosen

(
x 2x� 1 y

0 2(0)� 1 �1
1 2(1)� 1 1
2 2(2)� 1 3

)
Calculated

3) Plot the (x, y) values and connect them.
73

Here’s the graph:

Note:
1) y-intercept is �1. (Why?)
2) x-intercept is the solution
of 0 = 2x� 1: x = 1/2.
3) Graph points upward.

74

(51) Plot 2x+ 1 and get the intercepts.

75

(52) Plot �2x+ 3 and get the intercepts.

76

The General Linear Function: mx+ c

1) Graph points upward (reading from left to right)
when m > 0, and downward when m < 0. m is
called the slope.
2) The y-intercept is c.

3) The x-intercept is the solution of mx+ c = 0.

77

Slope

If the slope is positive, the function is increasing.
The greater the slope, the more quickly the function
increases.

If the slope is negative, the function is decreasing.
The more negative the slope, the more quickly the
function decreases.

78

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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Week 1, Slides 79–80 Arvind Borde

Square Roots

(53) What is
p

4? 2 .

(54) How do you know that ?
Because 22 = 4.

(55) is there another number whose square is 4?
Yes: (�2)2 = 4.
But the square root is always the non-negative
root.

79

(56) Assuming a and b are positive, is it correct
to say that

p
a2 + b2 =

p

a2 +
p

b2 = a+ b?

80

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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Arvind Borde / MAT19.001, Week 2: Organizing Data

Organizing Qualitative Data

First you collect data (injuries at a clinic, e.g.):

1

Then you organize it, commonly in a frequency
table:

2

(1) What might we mean by “frequency”?
How often something occurs.

(2) For later, how many injuries are there in all in
the clinic sample?

30.

(3) How many groin injuries are there in the sam-
ple?

1.

3

(4) Suppose that a survey of another clinic shows
25 groin injuries there. Can you conclude that
groin injuries are more prevalent there than at the
first clinic?
Depends on the total size of the sample. If it’s still
30, then, yes, groin injuries are weirdly common
there.⇤ But if the sample size is 3,000, then they’re
less prevalent.

4

(5) Why less prevalent if the sample size is 3,000?
Sample size is up by factor of 100, the groin-injured
by just a factor of 25.

In many cases the relative frequency is more use-
ful:

5

(6) What might be the advantages of relative fre-
quencies?
You can quickly see what fraction of the total they
represent; you can compare data across samples.

(7) Calculate the relative frequencies for the data
from the clinic.⇤

6

ADDITIONAL NOTES

17
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Week 2, Slides 7–12 Arvind Borde

Presenting Data Visually

Tables are all very well, but nothing beats a pic-
ture.

Graphs, bar graphs, pie charts, etc., are ways in
which data can be presented pictorially.

7

Bar graphs

You can show both frequencies and relative fre-
quencies on bar graphs.

8

(8) Do the freq. and rel. freq. bar graphs have
similar profiles? Yes.
(9) Does that shock you? No.
(10) Cause mild surprise? No.
(11) Why or why not?
RF is just F scaled down proportionately.

9

Side-by-side bar graphs

Make a relative frequency table out of this.

10

Side-by-side graphs can be horizontal:

11

or vertical:

depending on preference, easy readability, etc.
12

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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MAT19.001 Week 2, Slides 13–18

Pie charts

The angle in each sector (in degrees) is
360�⇥ relative frequency.

13

(12) How were the percentages obtained?
(angle÷ 360�)⇥ 100. (Or, RF ⇥ 100.)

14

Bar graphs vs Pie charts: The smackdown

(13) Which is better and where?
Pie charts: useful for showing the division of all
possible values of a qualitative variable into its
parts.

But angles are often hard to judge so they are not
as useful in comparing two specific values of the
variable. The emphasis is on comparing the part
to the whole.

15

Bar graphs: useful when we want to compare the
di↵erent parts, not necessarily the parts to the
whole.

For example, to get the “big picture” regarding
educational attainment in 2009, a pie chart is a
good visual summary. But, to compare bachelor’s
degrees to high school diplomas, a bar graph is
better.

16

Organizing Quantitative Data
Discrete Data

First you collect data:

(Number of customers who visit during 40 randomly se-
lected 15-minute intervals at Wendy’s.)

17

Then make a frequency and relative frequency ta-
ble:

18
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Presenting your results graphically
Histograms

19

Continuous Data

Data grouped by intervals, each called a class.

The lower class limit is the smallest
value in a class and the upper
class limit is the largest value.

Class width is the di↵erence between
consecutive lower class limits.

20

(14) In the table on the previous slide (“Table
10”), what is the class width? 10.

(15) Is there a potential problem with how the
classes are defined? (Can they accommodate all
ages?)
Without further assumptions or information, if you’re
aged 34 1/2 years, or 103 years, you have no home
on the table.

21

Here’s the rate of return on your investment for a
variety of mutual funds:

Using the classes 3–3.99, 4–4.99, etc., make a fre-
quency and relative frequency table.

22

Histograms

As with bar graphs, and for the same reason, the
F and RF histograms have the same profile.

23

The Art of Choosing Classes⇤

Too coarse?

⇤Choosing this section of Math 19 – big mistake?.

24
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Too fine?

25

Guidelines for Determining the Lower Class Limit
of the First Class and Class Width:

Choosing the Lower Class Limit of the first class:

Choose the smallest observation in the data set
or a convenient number slightly lower than the
smallest observation in the data set.

26

For example, our smallest observation was 3.22. A
convenient lower class limit of the first class is 3.

Then try and pick between 5 and 20 classes of a
decent class width.

27

Shapes of Distributions

28

Real-life data will rarely match theoretical shapes
perfectly.

(16) Which theoretical shapes are the Wendy’s
and Mutual Fund histograms most like?
Wendy’s: very roughly bell-shaped.
Mutual funds: roughly skewed right.

29

Time-Series Data

If the value of some variable is measured at di↵er-
ent points in time, the data are called time-series
data.

You plot the time on the horizontal axis and the
values of the variable on the vertical.

Since time-series data represent a progression, or
an evolution, you usually connect the plotted points
by lines in order to see trends.30
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Plot the time-series data shown below:

31 32
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Central Tendency

A measure of central tendency numerically describes
the average or typical data value.

We’re trying to get a feeling for where the “middle
of the data” lies. The word “average” is used in
statistics only in this loose sense of “middle.”.

Three common measures of central tendency are
the mean, the median, and the mode.

1

.The arithmetic mean of a variable
sum of all values of variable

number of observations

Population mean, µ (“mew”), is computed using
all the individuals in a population. It’s a parameter.

Sample mean, x̄ (“x-bar”), is computed using sam-
ple data. It’s a statistic.

2

.The median of a variable is the value that lies in
the middle of the data when arranged in ascending
order.

If there are two values in the middle (this happens
when there’s an even number of values) we take
the mean of the two middle values.

We use M to represent the median.

3

.The mode of a variable is the most frequent
observation of the variable that occurs in the data
set.

If no variable occurs more often than the others
(for example if every value occurs just once), we
say that there’s no mode.

4

(1) I’m addressing a group of 10 people, and I ask
them how much money they have in their pockets.

They say
$4, $6, $1, $4, $8, $2, $3, $1, $7, and $1.

What are the mean, median and mode of these
values?

5

Mean:

$
4 + 6 + 1 + 4 + 8 + 2 + 3 + 1 + 7 + 1

10

= $
37

10
= $3.70.

6
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Median:
$1, $1, $1, $2, $3, $4, $4, $6, $7, $8.
M = ($3 + $4)/2 = $3.50.

Mode: $1.

7

(2) In the previous example, which seems the least
reliable measure of central tendency?
The mode. That’s the case when the data are
skewed.

(3) The last person I asked in my audience leaps
up and says “Wait a minute, I’m Mycroft Gates,
Bill’s better, older brother. By ‘$6’ I meant $6million.”
Which of the mean, median, and mode does this
new information change? Mean.

8

The mean becomes:
$6,000,031/10 = $600,003.10.

The median is unchanged:
$1, $1, $1, $2, $3, $4, $4, $7, $8, $6million.

The mode happens to stay unchanged. (But could
change in other circumstances.)

9

A numerical summary of data is said to be resistant
if extreme values (very large or small) relative to
the data do not a↵ect its value substantially.

The median is resistant, the mean is not.

The word “substantially” is significant.
(4) If Mycroft had said, instead, “By ‘$1’ I meant
$1million,” which of the mean, median, and mode
would this information change?

10

The mean becomes:
$1,000,036/10 = $100,003.60.

The median also changes:
$1, $1, $2, $3, $4, $4, $6, $7, $8, $1million. to
$4, but not substantially.

The mode changes to $1 or $4.

11

There’s a common (but not universal) relationship
between how data are skewed and the mean and
median and the mode.
(5) When data are skewed right, how might you
expect the mean, median and mode to be related?

Often, but not always,
mean > median > mode.

12
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This is sometimes stated as a fact:

but the “not always” of the previous slide is more
accurate.

13

For example, consider the data
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 4

Make a frequency table:

x f

14

The histogram looks like this

(6) Is this skewed right or left? Right.

15

(7) Calculate the mean, median and mode of the
preceding data (one decimal) and compare them.

Mean: 1.9

Median: 2

Mode: 2

So

Mean < Median = Mode

16

Similarly, when data are skewed left:

Often, but not always,
mean < median < mode.

17

But when data are symmetric

Usually,
mean ⇡ median ⇡ mode.

18
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Dispersion

Only knowing the central tendency hides a lot about
the data.

For example, suppose that the means on a test in
two sections of a class, each with 10 students, are
both 12 points out of 20.
(8) Does it follow that both sections did similarly?

19

No. Here’s a possibility:

§1: 0, 0, 0, 0, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20.

§2: 11, 11, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 13, 13.

Despite the means being the same, the two perfor-
mances are quite di↵erent, and will need di↵erent
approaches from the instructor.

20

Measures of Dispersion

We’ll mainly study two measures: the range and
the standard deviation.

The range, R, of a variable is the di↵erence between
the largest and the smallest data value:

R = largest data value � smallest data value

21

The standard deviation is based on the deviation
from the mean.

For a population, the deviation from the mean for
the ith observation is xi � µ.

But
X

(xi � µ) = 0 .

(9) Why?
Values above the mean cancel values below it.

22

We define the population standard deviation (N
observations) as:

(10) Why the squares? To get rid of the minuses,
so prevent cancellations.
(11) Why the square root? To compensate for
the squares.

23

Calculate the standard
deviation of the data to
the left.

Step 1: Get the mean.
79

24
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Then calculate (xi � µ)2 for each row:

25

Add (xi � µ)2: 964

Divide by number of observations: 96.4

Take square root: � ⇡ 9.8

26

We define the sample standard deviation (sample
size n) as:

s =

rP
(xi � x̄)2

n� 1

27

The variance of a variable is the square of the stan-
dard deviation. The population variance is �2 and
the sample variance is s2.

The standard deviation is used along with the mean
to numerically describe distributions that are bell
shaped (and, so, symmetric).

The mean measures the center of the distribution,
and the s.d. measures the spread of the distribution.

28

29

Chebyshev’s Inequality

For any data set or distribution, at least

of observations lie within k standard deviations of
the mean, where k is any number greater than 1.

That is, at least
⇣
1 � 1/k2

⌘
100% of the data lie

between µ� k� and µ+ k� for k > 1.
30
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(12) What percentage of observations lie within
2� of the mean?
k = 2. The percentage is

⇣
1� 1/22

⌘
100% = (3/4)100% = 75%

31
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Grouped Data

Our calculations of mean and standard deviation
work if we have access to the full data.

Often, for various reasons, we only have a sum-
mary given by the frequency table.

1

The Mean from Grouped Data

When the data are quantitative and continuous,
and all we have available is a frequency table, we
need a “class representative” for each class.

We choose the class midpoint as representing all
the data in that class, defined as half the sum of
the class lower limit and the next.

2

Look at this table from Week 2 (bachelor’s degrees
in the population, by age group):

(1) What is the class midpoint of each class?

3

Then the population mean is:

and the sample mean is

where xi is the midpoint of the i-th class,
fi is the frequency of the i-th class, and
n is the total number of classes.4

Consider this example, from week 2:

(2) What is the mean of these values (three deci-
mals)? 207.77/40 ⇡ 5.194%.

5

Using the classes 3–3.99, 4–4.99, etc., we’d made
a frequency table.

Fill in the class midpoints on the table (next slide).

6
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Class (%) Freq. (fi) Mid (xi) xifi
3–3.99 16
4–4.99 13
5–5.99 4
6–6.99 1
7–7.99 0
8–8.99 1
9–9.99 0
10–10.99 2
11–11.99 2
12–12.99 1

7

(3) What is the mean from the frequency distri-
bution table?

in excellent agreement with the mean from the full
data of 5.194%.

8

Weighted Mean

This mean is an example of a weighted mean

Each value, xi is weighted by wi.

(If each wi = 1, you have the standard mean.)

9

For example, every state has two senators. All
their votes in the senate, being equal, are weighted
equally:

wCA = wNY = wIN = wND = 1, etc.

But if the value of each vote were weighted by the
population percentage, we’d have
wCA ⇡ 6, wNY ⇡ 3, wIN ⇡ 1, and wND = 1/8.

10

Numerical Example: GPA

Suppose that last term you took
a 5-credit chemistry class (got a C),
a 3-credit english class (B),
and a 6-credit dance class (A).

If an A is worth 4 points, a B worth 3 points and
a C worth 2 points, what was your GPA?

11

(4) What are you averaging? Grade points.

(5) Keeping in mind that you must weight the
grade points from each class with the credits for
that class, calculate your GPA.

12
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The Standard Deviation from Grouped Data

where xi is the midpoint of the i-th class, and
fi is the frequency of the i-th class.13

Let’s return to our friend from week 2:

(6) What is the sample standard deviation (to one
decimal place)? 2.6%.
(7) Now complete the table on the next slide.

14

Class (%) fi xi (xi � x̄)2fi
3–3.99 16 3.5
4–4.99 13 4.5
5–5.99 4 5.5
6–6.99 1 6.5
7–7.99 0 7.5
8–8.99 1 8.5
9–9.99 0 9.5
10–10.99 2 10.5
11–11.99 2 11.5
12–12.99 1 12.5

15

(8) Get the sample standard deviation.

The s.d. from the raw data is 2.6%: good agree-
ment.

16

Comparisons
New York Times, January 8, 2016

Seattle Seahawks’ Defense Stands Out,
Even Across Eras

“Over the last four years, Seattle has allowed 15.73 points
a game, relative to the league average of 22.89. The stan-
dard deviation in points allowed by the league’s 32 teams
over this period has been 2.62 points per game. This means
Seattle, which has been over 7 points a game better than
average, has been 2.73 standard deviations better than av-
erage, a statistic known as a Z-score.”

17

Example: There are two sections of a course. The
statistical results from them are:

� Section 1: Mean: 16.5; � = 2.8.

� Section 2: Mean: 17; � = 2.9.

Your friend is in section 1 and scored 18.2.
You’re in section 2 and scored 18.5.
Who did better?

18
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z-scores to the rescue

In order to compare two values, we use their z-
scores. For a variable x, its z-score is

A z-score tells you how many standard deviations
you are from the mean.

19

If a z-score is 1, the original variable is 1 standard
deviation above the mean; if a z-score is �2.5,
the original variable is 2.5 standard deviations be-
low the mean.
(9) Where did “above” and “below” come from?
From x� µ in the formula.
(10) For a value of the variable equal to the mean,
what is the corresponding z-score? 0.

20

(11) Calculate the test z-scores for you and your
friend. Then say who did better.

zyou =

and
zfriend =

21

(12) The statistics from two marathons are:

� Marathon 1
Mean: 4.5 hours; � = 0.75 hours.

� Marathon 2
Mean: 4.67 hours; � = 0.5 hours.

You’re in marathon 1 and run it in 4.25 hours.
Your friend is in marathon 2 and runs it in 4.6

hours. Who did better?

First get z-scores.22
zyou =

and
zfriend =

(13) Which of these is bigger? Friend’s �0.14.
(14) Which of these is better? Yours. In races the
further below the mean you perform, the better.

23

Percentiles

The kth percentile of a set of data, Pk, is the value
such that k% of the values are less than or equal
to it.

24
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(15) You’ve seen another name for the 50th per-
centile, P50. What is it ? The Median.

(16) If your SAT scores are in the 85th percentile
what percentage of scores are better than yours?
15%

25

(17) On a stats test taken by a hundred students
in one section you get 16/20, and everybody else
gets between 16.1 and 16.5. What percentile is
your score in? P1, the first percentile.

(18) In another section with a hundred students,
your friend also gets 16/20. There, everybody else
gets between 14.8 and 15.9. What percentile is
your friend’s score in? P99, the 99th percentile.

26

(19) What percentage is your score? 80%

(20) What percentage is your friend’s score?
80%

(21) What is the moral of the story?
A percentile ain’t no percentage.

27

Quartiles

Some percentiles have special names: Quartiles.

� Q1: P25

� Q2: P50 (Median)

� Q3: P75

For discrete data, Q1 is the median of the “lower
half” and Q3 the median of the “upper half.”

28

(22) What are the quartiles for

2, 5, 7, 9, 11, 1, 13, 4, 8?

First arrange in ascending order:
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13

Then get median: Q2 = 7.
Then get medians of lower and upper halves, with-
out the median: Q1 = 3, Q3 = 10.

29

Quartiles and Dispersion

We’ve seen two measures of dispersion: the range
and the standard deviation.
(23) Are they resistant? No.

The Inter Quartile Range, IQR, is defined as

(24) Do you expect it to be resistant? Yes.

30
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What are � and R for

(25) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7?
(Mean: 4.) � = 2, R = 6.

(26) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7000?
(Mean: 1003.) � = 2448, R = 6999.

As expected, these measures of dispersion are not
resistant.

31

(27) What are the quartiles for the previous data
sets?

Set 1: Q1 = 2, Q2 = 4, Q3 = 6.
Set 2: Q1 = 2, Q2 = 4, Q3 = 6.

(28) What are the IQRs?
For both, IQR = 6� 2 = 4.

(29) Does the IQR seem resistant? Yes.

32

Outliers

A value in the data is considered an outlier if it is
a certain preset multiple of the IQR below Q1 or
above Q3.

For example,
below Q1 � 1.5(IQR), or
above Q3 + 1.5(IQR).

33

The Five Number Summary of Data

Especially for skewed distributions (therefore, out-
liers), this is a good way to summarize data.

For symmetric distributions, µ and � (or x̄ and s)
are good.

34

(30) Find the five number summary of these data:

25.55, 25.83, 26.28, 42.47, 49.17, 54.63, 28.58,

28.72, 30.95, 30.18, 30.35, 32.13, 33.23, 33.53,

36.68, 37.05, 19.95, 23.25, 23.32, 37.43, 41.42

35
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Review of Standard Deviation

Population (N observations) Sample (sample size n)

1

(1) Why n � 1 in the sample
formula, not n?

Because the population formula
when applied to samples tends
to give lower values for the std.
dev. than the actual value.

See the data on the right.

2

Where are most of the data?

3

The standard deviation of data is a measure of
how dispersed the values are.

The larger the std. dev. (relative to the mean) the
more spread out the data are from the mean.

The smaller the std. dev. (relative to the mean)
the more sharply peaked the data are around the
mean.

Let’s look at a Mathematica simulation. . .
4

Examples

(2) What is the mean (µ) and the standard devi-
ation (�) of the data set below?

{1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1} µ = 1. � = 0.

(3) What is the mean (µ) and the standard devi-
ation (�) of the data set below?

{1, 1, 1,�1,�1,�1} µ = 0. � = 1.

5

(4) What is the mean (µ) and the standard devi-
ation (�) of the data set below?

{4, 4, 4, 2, 2, 2}

(={1+3,1+3,1+3,�1+3,�1+3,�1+3})

µ = 3. � = 1.

6
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(5) What is the mean (µ) and the standard devi-
ation (�) of the data set below?

{20, 20, 20, 10, 10, 10}

(={5⇥4,5⇥4,5⇥4,5⇥2,5⇥2,5⇥2})

µ = 5⇥ 3 = 15. � = 5⇥ 1 = 5.

7

(6) What is the mean (µ) and the standard devi-
ation (�) of the data set below?

{�20,�20,�20,�10,�10,�10}

(={�5⇥4,�5⇥4,�5⇥4,�5⇥2,�5⇥2,�5⇥2})

µ = �5⇥ 3 = �15. � = |� 5|⇥ 1 = 5.

8

OK, Sherlocks, you’ve uncovered these properties:

� µ(c) = c.
�(c) = 0.

� µ(X + c) = µ(X) + c.
�(X + c) = �(X).

� µ(c ·X) = c · µ(X).
�(c ·X) = |c| · �(X).

Where c is a constant and X is the data set.9

Relationships

So far we’ve discussed problems with a single vari-
able: univariate data.

We’ll now discuss problems with two variables:
bivariate data.

We’ll be interested in possible relationships between
the two variables.

10

We view one variable as the response (dependent)
variable and the other as explanatory (indepen-
dent).

A scatter diagram is a graph that shows the rela-
tionship between two quantitative variables mea-
sured on the same individual. Each individual is
represented by a point in the diagram.

The explanatory variable is plotted on the horizontal
axis, and the response variable on the vertical axis.11

It is not always clear which should be considered
the response variable and which the explanatory
one.

For example, does high school GPA predict a stu-
dent’s SAT score or can the SAT score predict
GPA?

The researcher must determine which variable plays
the role of explanatory variable based on the ques-
tions he or she wants answered.12
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Examples of scatter diagrams

We’re interested in how variables that are linearly
related might be associated.

13

Linearly related variables are positively associated
when above-average values of one variable are as-
sociated with above-average values of the other
variable and below-average values of one variable
are associated with below-average values of the
other variable.

That is, two variables are positively associated if,
whenever the value of one variable increases, the
value of the other variable also increases.

14

Linearly related variables are negatively associated
when above-average values of one variable are as-
sociated with below-average values of the other
variable.

That is, two variables are negatively associated if,
whenever the value of one variable increases, the
value of the other variable decreases.

15

Trying to spot an association visually is not reli-
able. Here’s a scatter plot. Is there a correlation?

16

The linear correlation coe�cient is a measure of
the strength and direction of the linear relation
between two quantitative variables. The letter r

represents the sample correlation coe�cient (and
⇢ for population).

17

Sample Linear Correlation Coe�cient

r =

nX

i=1

✓
xi � x̄

sx

◆✓
yi � ȳ

sy

◆

n� 1

x̄ = sample mean of explanatory variable
sx = sample std. dev. of explanatory variable
ȳ = sample mean of response variable
sy = sample std. dev. of response variable
n = number of individuals

18
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Properties of the Linear Correlation Coe�cient, r

� �1 6 r 6 1.

� If r = +1, then a perfect positive linear relation
exists between the variables.

� If r = �1, then a perfect negative linear relation
exists between the variables.

19

� The closer r is to +1, the stronger the evidence
of positive association between the variables.

� The closer r is to �1, the stronger the evidence
of negative association between the variables.

� If r is close to 0, then little or no evidence exists
of a linear relation between the variables.

Note: r close to 0 doesn’t imply no relation,
just no linear relation.

20

� The linear correlation coe�cient is a unitless
measure of association. The unit of measure
for x and y plays no role in the interpretation
of r.

� The correlation coe�cient is not resistant. An
observation that does not follow the overall
pattern of the data could a↵ect the value of
the linear correlation coe�cient.

21

How close to zero does r have to be for you to
know there’s no linear relation?

22

Back that example (r = 0.33)

23

Is r = 0.33 close enough to zero to say there’s no
linear relation?

Depends on the sample size. If the value of |r| is
lower than the critical value for that sample size

then there’s low evidence for a linear relation.

24
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25

(7) OK, you statistical sluggers, is there a (posi-
tive) linear relation in our example?
The critical value for n = 30 is rcrit = 0.361. Our
calculated value is r = 0.33 < rcrit. Therefore,
low evidence for a linear relation.

26

Correlation vs Causation

The existence of an association does not prove
causation.

The behavior of two variables may seem related,
but neither may cause the behavior of the other.

For example, there’s a positive association between
air-conditioning bills and high crime.

27

(8) Does that show causation? Do people go
crazy with their high bills and go out and com-
mit crimes?
No. There’s an underlying variable: the temperature.
High temperatures cause greater AC use and that
also are more likely to lead to people getting irritable,
etc., and therefore more likely to commit crime.

A lurking variable is an initially hidden variable
that’s related to both explanatory and response
variables.28

(9) Dandelions and daisies tend to be found to-
gether on sports fields or in public parks in num-
bers that increase or decrease together (a positive
association as they vary together in the same way).
Causation or correlation?
Likely to be correlation. No evidence one causes
the other, but both flourish or not under the same
lurking conditions – for example, nature of soil,
mowing frequency.

29

(10) Thyme tends to be found where the soil has
low acidity. Is the relationship between the num-
ber of thyme plants and soil acidity a positive or
negative association? Negative.

(11) Is the association between the number of
thyme plants and soil acidity likely to be correla-
tion or causation? Causation.

30
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Week 5, Slides 31–34 Arvind Borde

(12) Studies show a positive association between
listening to loud music and active acne. Does lis-
tening to loud music cause acne? Unlikely.

(13) Does acne cause listening to loud music?
Unlikely.

(14) If the positive association between listening
to loud music and active acne is correlation, not
causation, what might be a lurking variable? Age.

31

(15) Studies show a positive association between
hand size and reading ability. Do bigger hands
cause better reading ability? Unlikely.

(16) Does better reading give you bigger hands?
Unlikely.

(17) If the positive association between hand size
and reading ability is correlation, not causation,
what might be a lurking variable? Holding books
easily.32

(18) Studies show a negative association between
cell phone use and sperm count. As cell phone
use goes up, does sperm count seem (according
to these studies) go up or down? Down.

(19) Hard to know, for sure, but does lower sperm
count cause higher cell phone use? Unlikely.

(20) Hard to know, for sure, but does higher cell
phone use cause lower sperm count? Unlikely.

33

(21) If the negative association between cell phone
use and sperm count is correlation, not causation,
what might be a lurking variable?
Stress?
It’s a complex issue and no biological reason for
the association has been found.

34
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We are looking at bivariate data. That is, we have
two variables, say x and y, and are studying pos-
sible relationships between them. We regard x as
the explanatory (independent) variable, and y as
the response (dependent).

We are looking at linear associations.

Unless otherwise stated, from now on we assume
that we are dealing with sample data.

1

To further develop the idea of a linear association,
we need to remind ourselves of linear functions.

2

The General Linear Function
mx+ c

� Graph points upward (reading from left to right) when

m > 0, and downward when m < 0.
m is called the slope.

� The y-intercept is c .

� The x-intercept is the solution of mx+ c = 0.

3

Slope
� Slope is “rise over the run.” It tells you how

much vertical increase or decrease you get as
you increase the independent variable by 1.

� Positive slope: function is increasing.
The more positive (greater) the slope, the more
quickly the function increases.

� Negative slope: function is decreasing.
The more negative the slope, the more quickly
the function decreases.

4

(1) If y = 3x � 4, how much does y increase or
decrease by when x increases by 1 unit?
y increases by 3 units.

5

(2) If 2y = �5x + 2, how much does y increase
or decrease by when x increases by 1 unit?
First rewrite

So we get y = (�5/2)x+ 1.
y decreases by 2.5 units when x increases by 1.

6
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Week 6, Slides 7–12 Arvind Borde

Linear Fitting

How do you fit a curve to these data?

7

“Curve fitting” is not simply drawing a curve by
hand that passes through the data, like so:

The question is:
Is there a formula whose graph “fits” the data?8

(3) Why do this? (Apart from the sheer exhilara-
tion of it.)
Because formulas give predictive power. You can
say what might happen even in places where you
have no data.

9

You can, in principle, try many di↵erent fits:

Straight line Curve

We will confine ourselves to straight lines: linear
fitting.

10

How do we get the best fit?

There’s no one answer, but one method is to use
the the least squares regression line.

To study this, let’s “blow up” part of the example
we have been looking at.

11

Observed value: y coordinate of data point.
Predicted value: Matching y coordinate on line.
Residual: Observed � Predicted value.

The residual is a measure of the error.12
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(4) In the previous, for the indicated point, is the
residual positive or negative? Negative.

13

Another example:

14

Since the residual is a measure of the error, clearly
we want to minimize it overall. We want

something like this: not something like this:

15

(5) What are the signs of the residuals in the pre-
vious? Left: Some pos., some neg. Right: all
pos.
(6) If you added all the residuals to get the total
error, what answer would you get for any line that
seems to o↵er a decent fit to the data? Around
zero, because you’d expect the pos. & neg. residuals
to roughly cancel.
(7) What do we do when cancellations get in the
way? We square.16

The least-squares regression line minimizes the sum
of the squared residuals.

ŷ = mx+ c

where
m = r

sy
sx

c = ȳ �mx̄

The line always passes through (x̄, ȳ).17

(8) What are these?

� x̄: sample mean of x.

� ȳ: sample mean of y.

� sx: sample standard deviation of x.

� sy: sample standard deviation of y.

� r?: r: the linear correlation coe�cient.

18
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Week 6, Slides 19–24 Arvind Borde

As you’d expect, the signs of m, the slope of the
least-squares regression line, and r, the linear cor-
relation coe�cient, are the same.
The predicted value, ŷ, is the mean of the response
variable for a given value of the explanatory.

For example, if predicted value of the GPA when
a student studies 15 hrs/wk is 3, then that’s the
mean of all students who study 15 hrs/wk, not
necessarily the value for any actual student.

19

The slope of the regression line is the average or
expected rise/run. For every unit increase in x, we
expect y to rise (or fall) by m on average.

The y-intercept, c, has meaning only if x = 0

makes sense for the particular scenario, and we
have observations of x close to zero.

In general, we cannot push the regression line too
far in any direction.

20

The data we have been looking at is the list of
prime numbers. Our line fits the first 21 primes
but fails if we look at the first 50:

21

(9) Do you expect the least-squares linear regres-
sion line to be resistant, or not? Not.

(10) Why? It has mean and std. dev. in it.

22

Here are two di↵erent fits to the first 10 primes:

L-S line: ŷLS = 2.9x� 3.3

Other (dashed): ŷO = 3x� 2.5

Calculate squared residuals for each and add.
23

x y ŷLS (y � ŷLS)2 ŷO (y � ŷO)2

1 2
2 3
3 5
4 7
5 11
6 13
7 17
8 19
9 23
10 29

24
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Arvind Borde / MAT19.001, Week 7: Probability I

(1) What is the probability that a coin toss will
come up tails?
1/2, sometimes expressed as 50%.

Does this mean that if you toss a coin
(2) 10 times, you’ll get exactly 5 tails? No.
(3) 10,000 times, you’ll get 5,000 tails? No.
(4) 10 billion times, you’ll get 5 billion tails?
No.

1

Then, what does a probability of 1/2 mean?

A clue is provided by asking this:
(5) In which of these cases (10 tosses, 10 thou-
sand, or 10 billion) do you expect the proportion

of tails to total tosses to be closest to 1/2?
Most people would say in the 10 billion case.

2

The Law of Large Numbers

As the number of times a probability experiment is
done increases, the proportion with which a certain
outcome is observed gets closer to the theoretical
probability of the outcome.

How is this theoretical probability calculated?

We’ll need some terms. . .

3

An experiment is any process with uncertain re-
sults that can be repeated.

The result of any single trial of the experiment is
not known ahead of time.

But, the results of the experiment over many trials
produce regular patterns that enable us to predict
results: random short-term results or outcomes
still yield long-term predictability.

4

The sample space, S, of a probability experiment
is the collection of all possible outcomes.

An event is any collection of outcomes from a
probability experiment. An event consists of one
outcome or more than one outcome.

We’ll denote events with one outcome, sometimes
called simple events, by ei. In general, events are
denoted using capital letters such as E.

5

Probability attempts to capture how likely or not
an event is.

If the event, E, is one possible outcome (or group
of outcomes), the theoretical probability is defined
as

the number of outcomes in which E occurs

the total number of possible outcomes.

assuming the outcomes are equally likely.6
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For example, suppose you are interested in the
probability that a roll of one die will result in an
even number.

Number of possible outcomes: Six: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

Number of “even” outcomes: Three: 2, 4, 6.

Therefore, the probability of getting an even num-
ber is 3/6 = 0.5.

7

(6) What is the probability that throwing a die will
give a number greater than 4?
Two outcomes that satisfy requirement: 5, 6.
The probability is 2/6 = 1/3.
(7) What is the probability of rolling a prime?
Three primes: 2, 3, and 5.
The probability is 3/6 = 1/2.
(8) If you roll two dice, what is the probability
that at least one of them will show a 3?

8

In order to answer this question you must first list
all the possibilities:

(1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (1,5) (1,6)
(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4) (2,5) (2,6)
(3,1) (3,2) (3,3) (3,4) (3,5) (3,6)
(4,1) (4,2) (4,3) (4,4) (4,5) (4,6)
(5,1) (5,2) (5,3) (5,4) (5,5) (5,6)
(6,1) (6,2) (6,3) (6,4) (6,5) (6,6)

9

There are 36 possible outcomes.

Which of these show at least one three?

10

(9) What is the probability that exactly one of the
pair will show a three?

(1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (1,5) (1,6)
(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4) (2,5) (2,6)
(3,1) (3,2) (3,3) (3,4) (3,5) (3,6)
(4,1) (4,2) (4,3) (4,4) (4,5) (4,6)
(5,1) (5,2) (5,3) (5,4) (5,5) (5,6)
(6,1) (6,2) (6,3) (6,4) (6,5) (6,6)

11

(10) What is the probability that the sum of the
two dice will be seven?

(1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (1,5) (1,6)
(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4) (2,5) (2,6)
(3,1) (3,2) (3,3) (3,4) (3,5) (3,6)
(4,1) (4,2) (4,3) (4,4) (4,5) (4,6)
(5,1) (5,2) (5,3) (5,4) (5,5) (5,6)
(6,1) (6,2) (6,3) (6,4) (6,5) (6,6)

12
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(11) What is the probability that the sum of the
two dice will be less than or equal to five?

(1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (1,5) (1,6)
(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4) (2,5) (2,6)
(3,1) (3,2) (3,3) (3,4) (3,5) (3,6)
(4,1) (4,2) (4,3) (4,4) (4,5) (4,6)
(5,1) (5,2) (5,3) (5,4) (5,5) (5,6)
(6,1) (6,2) (6,3) (6,4) (6,5) (6,6)

13

Of course, there’s more in the world than two dice.
There are also two coins. One way to list the
possibilities is

(H,H)
(H,T)
(T,H)
(T,T)

There are 4 possible outcomes in all.

14

(12) What is the probability of both coins showing
the same face?

(H,H)
(H,T)
(T,H)
(T,T)

15

(13) When you toss two coins what is the proba-
bility of at least one head?

(H,H)
(H,T)
(T,H)
(T,T)

16

(14) When you toss two coins what is the proba-
bility of exactly one head?

(H,H)
(H,T)
(T,H)
(T,T)

17

Here are all the outcomes if you toss 3 coins:
(H,

...H,H)
(H,

...H,T)
(H,

...T,H)
(H,

...T,T)
. . . . . . . . .
(T,

...H,H)
(T,

...H,T)
(T,

...T,H)
(T,

...T,T)
18
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(15) Why are the possibilities on the previous slide
grouped the way they are?

19

Based on how the 2-coin table (total of 4 possibil-
ities) was used to build the 3-coin table (total of
8 possibilities), how may possibilities would there
be totally if you tossed
(16) 4 coins? 16 (= 8⇥ 2)
(17) 5 coins? 32 (= 16⇥ 2)

20

(18) Can you work out a formula for the total
number of possibilities if you toss n coins?
One coin: 2 possibilities (H or T).
Two coins: 2⇥ 2 = 4.
Three coins: 2⇥ 2⇥ 2 = 8.
Four coins: 2⇥ 2⇥ 2⇥ 2 = 16.
Therefore, if you toss n coins, you’ll have

n timesz }| {
2⇥ 2⇥ · · ·⇥ 2 = 2n possibilities.

21

(19) In a 3-coin toss, what is the probability of
exactly 2 heads?

(H,H,H)
(H,H,T)
(H,T,H)
(H,T,T)
(T,H,H)
(T,H,T)
(T,T,H)
(T,T,T)22

(20) In a 3-coin toss, what is the probability of a
single tail? (H,H,H)

(H,H,T)
(H,T,H)
(H,T,T)
(T,H,H)
(T,H,T)
(T,T,H)
(T,T,T)

23

(21) In a 3-coin toss, what is the probability of at
least one tail?(H,H,H)

(H,H,T)
(H,T,H)
(H,T,T)
(T,H,H)
(T,H,T)
(T,T,H)
(T,T,T)

24
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General Properties of Probability

(22) Can an event have a probability of 5?
No. The probability of an event, E, is

# of outcomes where E occurs

total number of all outcomes
,

and cannot be bigger than 1.

25

(23) What is the largest and smallest possible
probability? It follows from the definition that the
largest probability is 1, and the smallest is 0. All
mathematical probabilities are numbers between 0
and 1 (inclusive).

26

A probability of 0 is meant to capture the idea
that an event will never happen.

For example, when you roll a die, none (zero) of
the possible outcomes is �1.
Therefore, the probability of rolling �1 is

0/6 = 0.

The event is impossible.

27

A probability of 1 is meant to capture the idea
that an event is certain to happen.

For example, the probability that you will roll some

number between 1 and 6 is 6/6 = 1. The event is
certain.

28

The previous example can also be approached by
adding the probabilities of getting each of the sin-
gle outcomes (“simple events”): rolling 1, 2,. . . ,6.
The probability for each of these is 1/6. The sum
is

1

6
+

1

6
+

1

6
+

1

6
+

1

6
+

1

6
=

6

6
= 1.

29

That illustrates a general truth:

If a sample space, S, consists of the outcomes
{e1, e2, . . . , en}, then

P (e1) + P (e2) + . . . P (en) = 1.

This statement, along with

0 6 P (E) 6 1,

must be satisfied by all “probability models” (lists
of outcomes and their probabilities).30
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(24) Is this a probability model?

Yes. All P 6 1 and
P

P = 1.

31

In practice very few things of interest are either
impossible or certain. What one has to look for
is which events are likely, and how likely they are.
Events with probability greater than 0.5 are more
likely than not.

Probabilities are sometimes expressed as percent-
ages, simply by multiplying them by 100. An event
with a probability of 0.65 is said to have a 65%

chance of occurring.
32

If there are two distinct possible outcomes of a
scenario, and the probability that one of them will
occur is p, the probability of the other is 1� p.
(See Q 21.)

Such events are called complementary.

For example, these are complementary events:

Rolling an odd number and rolling an even.

Picking a red card and picking a black card.33

Another way to look at this is that if the probability
that something will occur is p, then the probability
that it will not occur is 1� p.

34

These are theoretical probabilities. How do they
compare with what happens in the “real world”?

We define the relative frequency of an event E,
denoted by RF (E), in N trials as

RF (E) =
The frequency of E

N

As N ! 1, we expect RF (E) ! P (E).

35

This is called the empirical approach to probability.

Statisticians, such as yourselves, collect data and
calculate empirical probabilities based on the data.

They then compare with the theoretical probability
to see if there is a match, or – if there is not – why
not.

36
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For example, suppose a study of 500 3-child fam-
ilies reveals that 180 of these have two girls and
one boy.
(25) Calculate the empirical property (i.e., RF )
of such an event.

37

(26) What is the theoretical probability of such
an event? (Hint: You know the answer.)
Girls = Heads, Boys = Tails,

P = 3/8 = 0.375 (Q 20).

38

(27) The empirical probability is about 4%⇤ smaller
than the theoretical. What might be reasons?

39

Combining Probabilities

Let A and B be two probability events.

The probability of either A OR B happening is

P (A OR B) = P (A) + P (B)� P (A AND B).

40

(28) What is the probability that when you roll
two dice, you will either get exactly one three, or
that the sum of the two will be five?

(1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (1,5) (1,6)
(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4) (2,5) (2,6)
(3,1) (3,2) (3,3) (3,4) (3,5) (3,6)
(4,1) (4,2) (4,3) (4,4) (4,5) (4,6)
(5,1) (5,2) (5,3) (5,4) (5,5) (5,6)
(6,1) (6,2) (6,3) (6,4) (6,5) (6,6)

41

In situations where two (or more) events have no
overlap, the probability that one or the other will
occur is very simple. Such events are called disjoint.

For disjoint events, E1, E2,. . . , En, we have

P (E1 OR E2 OR . . . OR En)

= P (E1) + P (E2) + . . .+ P (En).

42
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Combining Probabilities: Independent Events

Two events are called independent if the outcome
of one does not a↵ect the outcome of the other.

For example, getting an even number on the roll
of a die and getting a heads on a coin toss are
independent.

What is the probability that you will get both re-
sults?

43

There are four groupings of possibilities:

[(2 or 4 or 6), H] [(2 or 4 or 6), T ]

[(1 or 3 or 5), H] [(1 or 3 or 5), T ]

In only one do you get both an even number on
the die and a heads on the coin. So the probability
is 1/4.

44

The general rule for calculating the probability that
two independent events, A and B, will BOTH hap-
pen is

P (A AND B) = P (A) · P (B).

(29) Apply this to the previous example.
P (even number on die) = 1/2.

P (heads on coin) = 1/2.
So probability of both is (1/2) · (1/2) = 1/4.

45

The multiplication rule for the probabilities of inde-
pendent events extends to more than two events.

For independent events, E1, E2,. . . , En, we have

P (E1 AND E2 AND . . . AND En)

= P (E1) · P (E2) · . . . · P (En).

46

Suppose that studies show that the probability
that a randomly selected 24-year-old male will sur-
vive the year is 0.9986.
(30) What is the probability that three randomly
selected males of this age will all survive the year?
P = 0.9986⇥ 0.9986⇥ 0.9986

= (0.9986)3 = 0.9958.
In percentages, there’s a 99.58% chance.

47

(31) What is the probability that at least one male
in the age group above in a set of 20 such males
will die this year?

To answer directly we would calculate:

P (1 dies) + P (2 die) + . . .+ P (20 die)

This is di�cult.

48
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An indirect approach is to calculate the comple-
mentary probability.

(32) What is it?
All 20 survive: P = 0.998620 = 0.9724

49

(33) From this what is the probability that at least
one dies?
1� P = 0.0276.
In percentages, there’s a 2.76% chance.

50

Conditional Probability

This is the probability of an event under conditions
(or restrictions). It is calculated by restricting the
set of all possible outcomes to those that satisfy
the condition.

The notion that is used is P (F |E), and is read as
the probability that the event F occurs, given that
the event E has occurred.

51

For example, if you throw two dice what is the
probability that at least one will show a 3 under
the condition that the sum on the two is greater
than or equal to 5?

52

Start by restricting the possibilities:

(1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (1,5) (1,6)
(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4) (2,5) (2,6)
(3,1) (3,2) (3,3) (3,4) (3,5) (3,6)
(4,1) (4,2) (4,3) (4,4) (4,5) (4,6)
(5,1) (5,2) (5,3) (5,4) (5,5) (5,6)
(6,1) (6,2) (6,3) (6,4) (6,5) (6,6)

A total of 30 possibilities obey the condition.

53

(34) How many of these show at least one three?

54
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Another way is to use the conditional probability
rule:

P (F |E) =
P (E AND F )

P (E)

(35) Use this rule in the previous example.

55

Extra Homework

A] See this Johnny Carson clip
http://www.cornell.edu/video/?videoid=2334.
About 12 seconds into it he makes a statement
about probability, then attempts to check it by
surveying the audience.

The experiment fails. What is his mistake?

56

B] You’re on a game show. You are shown three
closed doors. Behind one of them is a prize (a
complete set of MP3s of lectures by famous math-
ematicians). You choose a door. The host opens
one of the others, shows you there was no prize
there, and asks whether you want to change your
choice of door. Will changing your choice change
your probability of winning (either go up or down)
or will it stay the same?

57

Work out the previous problem yourself, then in-
vestigate to see if you were right. One discussion
is at .

As that article says, the problem has been known
by mathematicians for some time, but it rose to
real fame after it was featured by the Parade Mag-
azine columnist Marilyn vos Savant (supposedly
the owner, for a while, of the world’s highest IQ).
See .

58
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Counting

Calculating probabilities requires counting.

For example:

� What is the total number of outcomes?

� What is the number of outcomes of interest?

(1) So, do you know how to count?

1

(2) What’s an e�cient way to count these?

~~~~~~
~~~~~~
~~~~~~
~~~~~~
~~~~~~
~~~~~~
~~~~~~
~~~~~~
~~~~~~
~~~~~~
~~~~~~
~~~~

2

Multiplication is a count-
ing technique. On the
right is the menu from a
fancy New York restau-
rant.

(3) How many di↵erent
meals are possible?

3

Multiplication Rule: If a job has steps with p

possibilities for the first step, q for the second, r
for the third. . . , then the number of results is

p⇥ q ⇥ r . . .

We saw an example when we discussed coin tosses:
2 possibilities for the first coin, 2 for the second. . . ,
so tossing n coins has

n timesz }| {
2⇥ 2⇥ · · ·⇥ 2 = 2n possibilities.4

The coin toss example, illustrates situations where
repetitions are allowed: the second coin toss has
the same two possibilities as the first. In other
words, (H,H) is allowed, as is (T, T ).

In some situations repetitions are not allowed.

You’ll have to use that rare gift, common sense,
to decide if repetitions are allowed or not.

5

(4) There are, say, 20 of you in the room. In how
many ways can I distribute a red hat, a blue hat
and a green hat among you? Nobody can wear
two hats. (Not even such snazzy dressers as you.)
20 of you can get the red hat, 19 the blue, and
18 the green. The total number of possibilities is
20⇥ 19⇥ 18 = 6,840.

6
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(5) Airport codes are three-capital-letter codes.
The code for Boston’s Logan airport is BOS, for
example. How many airports can the system rep-
resent?
Letters may be repeated, so there are

possibilities.

7

In what follows, we’ll need the factorial:

n! = n⇥ (n� 1)⇥ (n� 2)⇥ . . .⇥ 2⇥ 1

(6) What’s 7!? 7⇥ 6⇥ 5⇥ 4⇥ 3⇥ 2⇥ 1 = 5040

(7) What’s 1!? 1

(8) What’s 0!? By definition: 1

8

(9) If I wanted to shake hand with all 30 of you,
in how many di↵erent ways could I do it? 30!

(10) What is
9!

6!
?

9

Permutations

What we’ve been discussing are called permuta-
tions.

A permutation is an ordered arrangement in which
r objects are chosen from n distinct objects (so
r 6 n) and repetition is not allowed.

The symbol nPr represents the number of permu-
tations of r objects selected from n objects.

10

The formula for nPr is

nPr =
n!

(n� r)!

(11) What’s 7P3?

11

You can use the formula

nPr =
n!

(n� r)!

to calculate the answer to questions where you
select r objects from n distinct ones without repetition
and where the order is important.

12
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(12) If I were to rank the top three students in a
class of 30, how many ways could I do it?

(13) If I were to pick two shirts from my wardrobe
of five, how many ways could I do it?

13

Combinations

If the order is not important, we have a combina-
tion.

A combination is a collection without regard to
order in which r objects are chosen from n distinct

(di↵erent) objects (so r 6 n) and repetition is not
allowed.

The symbol nCr represents the number of combi-
nations of r objects selected from n objects.14

The formula for nCr is

nCr =
n!

r!(n� r)!

(14) What’s 7C3?

15

You can use the formula

nCr =
n!

r!(n� r)!

to calculate the answer to questions where you
have to select r objects from n distinct ones without
repetition and where the order is not important.

16

(15) If I were to select three students in a class of
30 to be my little helpers, how many ways could I
do it?

17

Permutations with non-distinct objects

If you have n objects of which n1 are of one kind,
n2 of another, . . . nk of the last, and the objects
of each type are indistinguishable from each other,
then the number of possibilities is

where, clearly, n = n1 + n2 + . . .+ nk.

18
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(16) How many di↵erent sequences can be formed
using two A’s, two C’s, three G’s, and one T?
We have a total of 8 letters. So the number of
sequences is

19

(17) What formula do you use for the number of
possibilities if you’re selecting r objects out of n,
with repetition allowed?

20

(18) What formula do you use for the number
of possibilities if you’re selecting r objects out of
n distinct ones, where the order is important and
repetition is not allowed?

21

(19) What formula do you use for the number of
possibilities if you’re selecting r objects out of n
distinct ones, where the order is not important and
repetition is not allowed?

22

(20) What formula do you use for the number of
possibilities if you have n objects of which n1 are
of one kind, n2 of another, . . . nk of the last, and
the objects of each type are indistinguishable from
each other?

23

(21) What has this to do with probability?

24
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(22) Consider a lottery where there are balls num-
bered 1 to 52. Six balls are randomly chosen with-
out replacement. If you choose six numbers, what
is your probability of winning the lottery? The or-
der does not matter.

25

Random Variables

A random variable is a numerical measure of the
outcome of a probability experiment. Its value
is determined by chance. Random variables are
typically denoted using capital letters such as X.

26

For example, if you toss a coin twice, the total
number of heads you get is a random variable.
(23) What are its possible values?
0, 1, or 2. That is the sample space.

27

As another example, suppose I measure the time
between arrivals of successive students in class.
The time between arrivals is a random variable.
(24) What are its possible values?
0 6 t 6 tmax. That is the sample space.

28

(25) One of these is a discrete random variable,
the other a continuous random variable. Which is
which?
Two heads: discrete. Time: continuous.

29

Discrete Probability Distributions

The probability distribution of a discrete random
variableX provides the possible values of the random
variable and their corresponding probabilities. A
probability distribution can be presented in the
form of a table, graph, or formula.

30
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Example: let X be the num-
ber of heads in a two-coin toss.
You can tabulate the situation:

x P (x)

0
1
2

where x represents the possible outcomes. Fill in
the probabilities in col. 2. What does it add to?

1

31

Rules for a Discrete Probability Distribution

Let P (x) denote the probability that the random
variable X has the value x; then

� 0 6 P (x) 6 1

�

P
P (x) = 1

32

33

Mean of a Discrete Random Variable

The mean of a discrete random variable, X is

where x represents the values of the variable, and
P (x) the probability of getting these values.

34

(26) What is the mean of X (the number of
heads) in our two-coin toss example?

35

(27) What does it mean that the mean is 1 in our
example?
The 1 means that that’s the mean number of
heads you expect in a two-coin toss. If you conduct
a large number of two-coin tosses, then you expect
the mean number of heads you get to be 1.

36
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. Interpretation of the Mean of a Discrete Random
Variable

Suppose an experiment is repeated n times and the
value of the random variable X is recorded. As the
number of repetitions of the experiment increases,
the mean value of the n trials will approach µX ,
the mean of the random variable X.

37

If x1 is the value of the random variable X after
the first experiment, x2 the value after the second,
etc., then

x̄ =
x1 + x2 + . . .+ xn

n

The di↵erence between x̄ and µX gets closer to 0

as n increases.

38

The mean of a discrete random variable, X, rep-
resents what we expect to happen over the long
run.

Therefore, it’s often called the expected value of
X, and denoted by E(X).

Example: Suppose someone buys a $250,000 life
insurance policy with an annual premium of $350.
Suppose that the 1-year survival rate for that per-
son’s category (age, gender, etc.) is 0.998937.39

(28) If the person dies during that year, what will
he/she win or lose? What will the insurance com-
pany win or lose?
The person wins $250,000, but loses life.
The company loses $250,000, but wins $350. The
net loss is $249,650.

40

(29) If the person does not die during that year,
what will he/she win or lose? What will the insur-
ance company win or lose?
The person loses $350, but keeps life.
The company wins $350 and loses nothing.

41

(30) What is the probability that the company
gains $350?
0.998937

(31) What is the probability that the company
loses $249,650?
1� 0.998937 = 0.001063

42
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(32) Let X be the amount of money the company
makes. What is its expected value?

(33) What does that number represent?
It’s what the company expects to gain on many
such policies.

43

Standard Deviation of a Discrete Random Variable

The standard deviation of a discrete random vari-
able X is

44

Complete this table for our two-coin toss example
and calculate �X (X is the number of heads).

µX = 1.

x P (x) (x� µX)2 · P (x)

0 1/4
1 1/2
2 1/4

45

Now
p

1/2 ⇡ 0.7

This says that if you toss two coins repeatedly,
about 68% of the tosses will be between 0.3 (=

1� .7) and 1.7 (= 1 + .7) heads.

Not meaningful here, but you get the idea.

Reminder: The variance is the square of the stan-
dard deviation (what you have before the square
root in the formula for �).46
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Arvind Borde / MAT19.001, Week 9: Probability III: Distributions

.Reminder:

A random variable is a numerical measure of the
outcome of a probability experiment. Its value is
determined by chance.

Random variables are typically denoted using cap-
ital letters such as X.

Example: If you toss a coin 10 times, the number
of heads you get is a random variable.

1

Keep in mind that if the random variable is X,
then its values are conventionally denoted by x.

(1) If X is the number of heads in a ten-coin toss,
what are its possible values, x?
x = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

2

Binomial Distribution

A binomial probability distribution is
a discrete probability distribution that has probabilities
for experiments in which there are two disjoint (or
mutually exclusive) outcomes.

The two outcomes are often referred to as success
and failure .

3

.How to spot a binomial experiment:

1. The experiment is performed a fixed number of
times, n.
(Each repetition is called a trial.)

2. The trials are independent.
The outcome of one trial will not a↵ect the out-
come of the others.

4

3. For each trial, there are two mutually exclusive
(disjoint) outcomes.
They are called “success” and “failure.” If p is the
probability of success, then 1�p is the probability
of failure. (Why?)

4. The probability of success is the same for each
trial.

5

The number of successes in a binomial experi-
ment with n trials, X, is called a binomial random
variable.

(2) What are the bounds on the values of X?

0 6 x 6 n.

6
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For the next two questions, decide if the given
probability experiment is a binomial experiment.

If it is, identify the
(i) number of trials,
(ii) probabilities of success and failure, and
(iii) values of the random variable X.

7

(3) In random sample of 10 people, the number
with blood type O-negative is recorded. (Studies
show that 7% of people in the United States have
blood type O-negative.)

8

1. Checking each person is a trial.

There is a fixed number [(i) 10] of trials.

2. The trials are independent.

3. Two outcomes per trial: O-neg or not.

4. P (success) = 0.07, same for each trial.

P (failure) = 0.93 (ii)

Random variable, X , is the number of people who are
O-neg.
(iii) Values: x = 0, 1, 2, . . . 10.

9

Before we move on, are the trials in the previous
problem truly independent?

The population of the U.S. today is⇠ 326,000,000.
If 7% are O-neg, that’s ⇠ 22,820000. If the sam-
ple were too large, say the whole population, the
probability of finding a subsequent O-neg would
vary slightly with each previous O-neg find.

But the e↵ect is negligible for small samples.

10

(4) A probability experiment in which three cards
are drawn from a deck without replacement and
the number of aces is recorded.

11

1. Selecting a card is a trial.
There is a fixed number [(i) 3] of trials.

2. But, the trials are not independent. X
There’s a 4/52 probability of drawing an ace on the
first card. Whether or not you do, the probability
of drawing an ace on the second is changed.

How?

12
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We can enumerate all the possibilities in a binomial
probability distribution exactly as we
did for coin tosses (“heads” now is
“success”, and “tails” failure – or the
other way around).

For example, on the right are the pos-
sibilities for a three-trial binomial prob-
ability experiment.

(S ,S ,S)
(S ,S ,F)
(S ,F ,S)
(S ,F ,F)
(F ,S ,S)
(F ,S ,F)
(F ,F ,S)
(F ,F ,F)13

(5) There’s one significant di↵erence between cal-
culating probabilities in a general binomial experi-
ment and in a coin-toss. What is it?
In a coin toss the probabilities of both success and
failure are always 1/2. In a general experiment you
must use the given probabilities.

14

If the probability of getting an O-neg is 0.07, what’s
the probability of getting

(6) three O-negs in a 3-trial experiment?
0.07⇥ 0.07⇥ 0.07 = 0.000343.

(7) no O-negs in a 3-trial experiment?
0.93⇥ 0.93⇥ 0.93 = 0.804357.

15

(8) What is the probability of getting exactly two
O-negs in a 3-trial experiment?

Three ways to get exactly two O-negs:

(S,S,F) OR (S,F,S) OR (F,S,S).
The probability for each is (0.072)(0.93).

Final probability:

(0.072)(0.93) + (0.072)(0.93) + (0.072)(0.93)

16

There’s a formula you can use that saves your hav-
ing to correctly list all possibilities:

The probability of obtaining x successes in n in-
dependent trials of a binomial experiment is

P (x) = nCx p
x(1� p)n�x.

17

(9) Apply this to the previous question.

18
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The next four questions are based on this scenario:

Suppose 25% of all U.S. households are wireless-
only (no landline). We collect data from a random
sample of 20 households.

(10) What’s the probability that exactly 5 are
wireless-only?

20C5(0.25)5(0.75)15 = 0.20233

19

(11) What’s the probability that fewer than 3 are
wireless-only?
Calculate P (0) + P (1) + P (2)

20

(12) What is the probability that at least 2 are
wireless-only?
Theoretically, you must calculate

P (2) + P (3) + . . .+ P (20)

Is there an easier way to do it?

21

(13) What is the probability that the number of
households that are wireless-only is between 5 and
7, inclusive?
Calculate P (5) + P (6) + P (7)

22

A binomial experiment with n independent trials
and a probability of success p has a mean

and a standard deviation

23

(14) If 25% of all U.S. households are wireless-
only and 500 households are sampled, find and
interpret the mean and standard deviation of the
number of wireless-only households.
Mean:

Standard deviation:

Interpretation: in a random sampling of 500 households
we expect 125 to be wireless-only, with a standard
deviation of 9.7.24
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A binomial probability distribution becomes sym-
metrical (“bell shaped”) if either p ⇡ 0.5 or n

becomes very large.

A rough rule of thumb is that we need np(1 �

p) > 10.

25

Suppose that our survey of 500 households found
90 to be wireless-only. Would this be statistically
unusual (under 5% chance)?

First, is the distribution bell-shaped?
Yes, because we’ve seen that

np(1� p) = 93.75 > 10.

26

Therefore we expect 95% of surveys to give a result
that’s within 2� = 2(9.7) = 19.4 of the mean: i.e.,
between 125 � 19.4 = 106.6 and 125 + 19.4 =

144.4.

Our survey gives a result outside this range, and
is therefore in the 5% of surveys that do this. It’s
statistically unusual, and needs explanation.

27

Continuous Probability Distributions

So far we have looked at discrete probability dis-
tributions.

We now look at continuous ones, concentrating on
two:
1) The Uniform Probability Distribution, and
2) The Normal Probability Distribution.

28

Calculating individual probabilities from continu-
ous distributions is tricky.

(15) Is your arrival time to class a continuous or
discrete variable? Continuous.

(16) How many possible values does your arrival
time have? Infinite.

(17) What is the probability that you arrive at
exactly 6:00 p.m.? 0. (Denominator is 1.)

29

We use a probability density function (pdf) to
compute probabilities for continuous distributions.

This is a function with two properties:

1. The total area under the graph of the function
must equal 1.

2. The height of the graph must be greater than
or equal to 0 for all values of the random variable.

30
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Example: if all arrival times were equally likely, the
pdf for this scenario would be graphed like this:

31

This is an uniform probability distribution.
(18) Why must the height be 1/155?

32

How do you use pdfs to calculate probabilities?

The area under the graph of a density function over
an interval represents the probability of observing
a value of the random variable in that interval.

33

(19) The probability that you arrive at 6:00 p.m.
is zero. What is the probability that you arrive
between 6:00 and 6:05 p.m?
It’s 5⇥ (1/155) = 1/31.

34

A uniform probability distribution may be thought
of as one whose density function has a graph shaped
like a rectangle.

A normal probability distribution is one whose den-
sity function has a graph shaped like a normal
curve.

Rectangles we can spot by their good looks. How
do we spot a normal curve?

35

Looks like this:

e�(1/2)x2

/(2⇡)1/2

36
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Properties of the Normal Density Curve

1. It is symmetric about its mean, µ.

2. Its mean, median and mode are all equal; the
curve has a single peak and the highest point oc-
curs at x = µ.

3. It has inflection points at µ±� (dots on previous
graph).

37

4. The area under the curve is 1.

5. From the symmetry, the area under the curve
to the right of µ equals the area under the curve
to the left of µ. So, both are 1/2.

6. As x gets larger and larger, the graph ap-
proaches, but never reaches, the horizontal axis.
As x gets more and more negative, the graph ap-
proaches, but never reaches, the horizontal axis.

38

7. The Empirical Rule holds: Approximately 68%

of the area under the normal curve is between x =

µ � � and x = µ + �; approximately 95% of the
area is between x = µ � 2� and x = µ + 2�;
approximately 99.7% of the area is between x =

µ� 3� and x = µ+ 3�.

39 40
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The Normal Distribution (Continued)

.Area under a Normal Curve

Suppose that a random variable X is normally dis-
tributed with mean µ and standard deviation �.

The area under the normal curve for any interval
of values of the random variable X represents the
probability that a randomly selected individual from
the population has a value of X in that interval.

1

This interval, equivalently, represents the propor-
tion of the population that has those values.

The probability of a set of outcomes is basically
the proportion that those outcomes make up of
the whole.

2

Example: The cholesterol for males 20 to 29 years
old is approximately normally distributed with mean
µ = 180 and � = 36.2.

(1) If the size of the shaded area to the right of
200 is 0.2903, what does that mean?3

How do you get the area under part of a normal
curve?

First, standardize the normal curve by switching
to z-scores.

(2) What is the formula for the z-score of a ran-
dom variable X?

Z =
X � µ

�
.

4

(3) Looking at all the z-scores for a given random
variable X, some will be positive and some nega-
tive, irrespective of the signs of the original values
of X. Why?
Because some X will be above the mean, and
some below.

5

(4) It follows that the sum of the z-scores always
comes out to a fixed number. What is it? 0.

(5) Therefore, what’s the mean of the z-scores?
0.

(6) Any guesses on the standard deviation of the
z-scores? 1.

6
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Using its z-scores instead of the original values of a
normal random variableX gives a standard normal
distribution.

For such a distribution, µ = 0 and � = 1.

So, all standard distributions have the same graph,
irrespective of the normal variable from which the
z-scores arose.

7

This allows you to get areas from a table:

Given a particular value z, read the area to the left
of it from the standard normal distribution area
table.8

How does getting the area under the standard nor-
mal distribution curve help us with the area under
the curve of the actual data?

Suppose a data value x whose z-score is z.

It can be shown that the area under the original
normal curve to the left of x is the same as the
area under the standard curve to the left of z.

9

For example, IQ scores are normally distributed
with an (adjusted) mean of 100, and a s.d. of 15.

(7) What’s the probability that a randomly se-
lected person will have an IQ under 135?
First get the z-score:
z = (135� 100)/15 = 2.3̄.

Then look the area up in the table: 0.99010.
That’s the probability.

10

(8) What’s the probability that a randomly se-
lected person will have an IQ over 110?
z = (110� 100)/15 = 0.67.
Area to the left, from the table is 0.74857.
So, the probability is 1� 0.74857 = 0.25143.

11

Sometimes we want the reverse:

Example: Suppose the heights of 3-year-old fe-
males are approximately normally distributed, with
mean 38.72 inches and standard deviation 3.17 inches.
Find the height of a 3-year-old female at the 20th
percentile.

12
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(9) What does 20th percentile mean?
20% below that value.

(10) Look up 0.2 in the area part of the table and
read the z-score.
Closest is 0.20045.
Matching z-score is �0.84.

13

(11) Use that z-score and solve for x.
We know that

14

Notation: We use z↵ to represent the z-score such
that the area under the standard normal curve to
the right of z↵ is ↵.

For example z0.2 is the z-score such that the area
to the right of it is 0.2

15

(12) What is its value?
If the area to the right is 0.2, the area to the left
is 0.8. Looking up 0.8 on the table, z0.2 = 0.84.

16

Testing Normality

How can we tell if the data we have is normally
distributed?
(Visual cues are often unreliable.)

We plot the observed values against the z-scores
we expect.

How?

17

These are the steps:

1. Arrange data in ascending order.

2. Calculate fi =
i� 0.375

n+ 0.25

where i is the position and n the total number of
observations.
3. Find the z-scores that match the fi.
4. Plot z vs. observed values.

18
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Example:

19 20

21

Binomial and Normal Distributions: The Connection

.The Normal Approximation to the Binomial Prob-
ability Distribution
If np(1� p) > 10 in a binomial experiment,

the binomial random variable X is approximately

normally distributed, with mean µX = np

and standard deviation �X =
p

np(1� p).

22

Sampling Distributions

When you want to get information on something
such as household income, you typically survey a
random sample of some size, n. From it you get
quantities of interest such as the mean, x̄.

What if you conduct a di↵erent sample of the same
size?

23

You expect to get a distribution of values as you
repeat the survey.

That leads to the idea of a sampling distribution.

24
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The sampling distribution of a statistic is a prob-
ability distribution for all possible values of the
statistic computed from a sample of size n.

The sampling distribution of the sample mean x̄ is
the probability distribution of all possible values of
the random variable x computed from a sample of
size n from a population with mean µ and standard
deviation �.

25

Mean and Std. Dev. of the Sampling Distribution of x

Suppose that a simple random sample of size n is
drawn from a population with mean µ and stan-
dard deviation �. The sampling distribution of x̄
has mean

µx̄ = µ

and standard deviation

�x̄ =
�
p

n
.

26

The standard deviation of the sampling distribu-
tion of x̄, �x̄, is called the standard error of the
mean.

27

Example: The IQ, X, of humans is approximately
normally distributed with mean µ = 100 and stan-
dard deviation � = 15. What is the probability
that a simple random sample of size n = 10 re-
sults in a sample mean greater than 110. That is,
compute P (x̄ > 110).

28

(13) What are µx̄ and �x̄?
µx̄ = µ = 100.

�x̄ = .

29

(14) Convert x̄ = 110 to a z-score.

30
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(15) Look up the “area to the left” from the table,
then convert to an “area to the right.” That’s the
desired probability.
Area to left =0.98257.
So probability of a sample giving a mean greater
that 110 is 0.01743 ⇡ 0.02.

31

(16) If we take a hundred samples of size ten,
how many do we roughly expect to yield a mean
IQ greater than 110? About 2.

32
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Sampling Distributions

When you want to get information on something,
such as household income or the proportion of
households that might have a certain opinion, you
typically survey a random sample of some size, n.
From it you get quantities of interest such as the
sample mean, x̄, or the sample proportion, p̂.

1

If you survey a di↵erent sample of the same size
you expect to get di↵erent values of these quanti-
ties.

Repeating the surveys many times, you get a sam-
pling distribution of these variables.

The sampling distribution of a statistic is a prob-
ability distribution for all possible values of the
statistic computed from a sample of size n.

2

Distribution of the Sample Mean

The sampling distribution of the sample mean x̄ is
the probability distribution of all possible values of
the random variable x̄ computed from a sample of
size n from a population with mean µ and standard
deviation �.

3

Mean and S.D. of Sampling Distribution of x̄

Suppose that a simple random sample of size n is
drawn from a population with mean µ and stan-
dard deviation �. The sampling distribution of x̄
has mean and standard deviation given, respec-
tively, by

µx̄ = µ and �x̄ =
�
p

n
.

�x̄, is called the standard error of the mean.4

The Central Limit Theorem

Regardless of the shape of the underlying pop-
ulation, the sampling distribution of x̄ becomes
approximately normal as the sample size, n, in-
creases.

5

Distribution of the Sample Proportion

Suppose that a random sample of size n is ob-
tained from a population in which each individual
either does or does not have a certain characteris-
tic. The sample proportion, denoted p̂ (“p-hat”),
is given by

p̂ =
x

n

where x is the number of individuals in the sample
with the specified characteristic.6
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The sample proportion, p̂, is a statistic that estimates
the “actual” population proportion, p.

For a simple random sample of size n with a pop-
ulation proportion p, the shape of the sampling
distribution of p̂ is approximately normal provided

np(1� p) > 10.

7

Mean and S.D. of Sampling Distribution of p̂

Mean:
µp̂ = p.

Standard deviation:

�p̂ =

r
p(1� p)

n
.

8

A survey reveals that 76% of Americans believe
that the state of moral values in the United States
is getting worse.

Look at a simple random sample of n = 60 Amer-
icans and describe the sampling distribution of the
sample proportion for Americans with this belief.

9

(1) Check that np(1� p) > 10.

60(.76)(.24) = 10.94 > 10.

(2) What are µp̂ and �p̂?

10

Where are these concepts used? Here are state-
ments one might see:

“24% of all voters believe the scientific debate about global
warming is over. . .The survey of 1,000 Likely Voters was
conducted on November 9-10, 2015 by Rasmussen Reports.
The margin of sampling error is +/- 3 percentage points
with a 95% level of confidence.”

11

“Results for this Gallup poll are based on telephone inter-
views conducted July 8-21, 2015, on the Gallup U.S. Daily
survey, with a random sample of 2,374 adults, aged 18
and older, living in all 50 U.S. states and the District of
Columbia. For results based on the total sample of na-
tional adults, the margin of sampling error is 2 percentage
points at the 95% confidence level.”

12
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We’ll study both these concepts:

� Margin of error, and

� Level of confidence.

This is part of inferential statistics; i.e., extending
information from a sample to a population.

One area of inferential statistics is estimation: sam-
ple data are used to estimate the value of param-
eters such as µ or p.13

Making Estimates

A point estimate is the value of a statistic that
estimates the value of a parameter.

For example, the point estimate for the population
proportion is p̂ = x/n, where x is the number of
individuals in the sample with the specified char-
acteristic and n is the sample size.

14

Confidence

A confidence interval for a parameter consists of
an interval of numbers based on a point estimate.

The level of confidence represents the expected
proportion of intervals that will contain the pa-
rameter if a large number of samples is obtained.

The level of confidence is denoted

(1� ↵) · 100%.
15

(3) If the level of confidence is 95%, ↵ =?

(1� ↵) · 100 = 95. (1� ↵) = 0.95 or ↵ = 0.05.
(4) What’s z0.025? 1.96.
(5) What does it mean?
2.5% of the area under the standard normal curve
lies to the right of µ+ 1.96� (and 2.5% of the
area lies to the left of µ� 1.96�).
(6) What percentage of the data will lie between
µ� 1.96� and µ+ 1.96�? 95%.

16

Let’s apply this to a study of population propor-
tions:

Let’s say a sample reveals that a certain proportion
of the population, p̂, has some opinion (support for
a political candidate, for example).

Di↵erent samples will yield di↵erent proportions,
and given enough samples, we will have a distri-
bution of proportions.

17

Assuming that the conditions are met for the dis-
tribution of sample proportions to be normal, we
know that µp̂ = p.

In words: the mean of the di↵erent proportions
yielded by di↵erent samples will be the actual pro-
portion of the population, p, that has that opinion.

How many of the sample proportions will lie a
given “distance” from the mean, p?

18
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What we’ve seen, for example, is this:

19

A single sample gives you a single point estimate
p̂.

What the previous diagram illustrates is that in
95% of the cases we have

p� 1.96�p̂ < p̂ < p+ 1.96�p̂.

(7) Negate that inequality:

�p+ 1.96�p̂ > �p̂ > �p� 1.96�p̂.
20

(8) Add p+ p̂ to each side.

21

In words:

95% of the time we expect the (unknown) “actual”
proportion p to lie within

p̂± 1.96�p̂

or, using the language of error, within

p̂± 1.96(standard error).

The last term is called the margin of error.22

This is generally expressed as follows:

We have a margin of error of ±1.96�p̂ at the 95%
confidence level.

(9) What would the margin of error be at the 99%
confidence level? ±2.58�p̂

23

Let’s return to one of our examples:

“24% of all voters believe the scientific debate about global
warming is over. . .The survey of 1,000 Likely Voters was
conducted on November 9-10, 2015 by Rasmussen Reports.
The margin of sampling error is +/- 3 percentage points
with a 95% level of confidence.”

24
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(10) What does this mean?
Rasmussen is 95% certain that the actual percentage
of people in the population that believe that the
scientific debate about global warming is over is
between 21% and 27% (24%± 3%.)

It is “95% certain” because, theoretically, repeating
the survey a large number of times will yield results
within 3% of the actual proportion 95% of the
time.25

We’ve expressed the margin of error for a given
confidence interval as a multiple of �p̂.

We can estimate what that is, using

�p̂ =

r
p̂(1� p̂)

n
.

Then, the (1�↵) · 100% confidence interval for a
point estimate p̂ is

p̂± z↵/2

r
p̂(1� p̂)

n
.

26

Example:

If 272 of 800 teens surveyed say they text while
driving, what is the 95% confidence interval for
the proportion of teens who text while driving?

27

(11) Find the point estimate of the proportion of
teens who text while driving. p̂ = 272/800 = 0.34.

(12) Is the underlying distribution likely to be nor-
mal? np̂(1� p̂) = 179.52 > 10, so yes.

(13) At the 95% confidence level, what is ↵ and,
therefore, z↵/2? As we’ve seen, (1� ↵)100 = 95

gives ↵ = 0.05, and z0.025 = 1.96.

28

(14) What is �p̂?

�p̂ =

r
0.34(1� 0.34)

800
= 0.0167.

(15) What is the margin of error, as a whole num-
ber percentage? 1.96⇥ 0.0167 = 0.033. So the
margin of error is ±3%.

29

(16) Put it all together, you little Rasmussens.
A survey of 800 teens reveals that 34% text while
driving. The survey has a margin of error of ±3%

at a 95% confidence level.

30
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We see that the margin of error is

E = z↵/2

r
p̂(1� p̂)

n
.

(17) If we increase the sample size, n, does it in-
crease or decrease the margin of error? Decrease.
(18) How much would it have to increase by to
halve the margin of error? Quadruple.

31
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A hypothesis is a statement on a characteristic of
one or more populations.

Hypothesis testing is a procedure, based on sam-
ple evidence and probability, used to test hypothe-
ses.

1

Steps in Hypothesis Testing:

1. Make a statement regarding the nature of the
population.

2. Collect evidence (sample data) to test statement.

3. Analyze the data to assess the plausibility of
the statement.

2

The null hypothesis, denoted H0 (“H-naught”),
is a statement to be tested. It is a statement of no
change, no e↵ect, or no di↵erence and is assumed
true until evidence indicates otherwise.

The alternative hypothesis, H1 (“H-one”), is a
statement that we are trying to find evidence to
support.

3

Setting up null and alternative hypotheses:

1. Equal hypothesis versus not equal hypothesis
(two-tailed test):
H0: parameter has some value;
H1: parameter does not have that value.

2. Equal versus less than (left-tailed test):
H0: parameter has some value;
H1: parameter has smaller value.

4

3. Equal versus greater than (right-tailed test):

H0: parameter has some value;
H1: parameter has greater value.

In each of the next three questions, determine the
null and alternative hypotheses and what type of
test is needed to try and establish the alternative.

5

(1) The Blue Book value of a certain used car
is $56,130. You wonder if your car is worth a
di↵erent amount.
H0: Value = $56,130.
H1: Value 6= $56,130.
Two-tailed.

6
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(2) The standard deviation of the contents in a
64-ounce bottle of detergent using an old filling
machine is 0.23 ounce. The manufacturer wants
to know if a new filling machine has less variability.
H0: � = 0.23.
H1: � < 0.23.
Left-tailed.

7

(3) A company has a new antibiotic for children.
Two percent of children taking competing antibi-
otics experience headaches. The FDA wishes to
know if the percentage of children taking the new
antibiotic who experience headaches is more than
2%.
H0: Percentage = 2%.
H1: Percentage > 2%.
Right-tailed.

8

The Four Outcomes of Hypothesis Testing

9

Example:

Suppose LIU wants to know if a majority of stu-
dents favor a dress code on campus.

They conduct a survey of a sample of 100 students.
The sample survey reveals that 53 students want
a dress code (p̂ = 0.53).

10

(4) What are the null and alternative hypotheses?

Let the “actual” proportion of students who favor
a dress code be p.
Then H0: p = 0.5; H1: p > 0.5.

Since p̂ > 0.5 should LIU reject H0?

11

(5) Get �p̂.
We know that

�p̂ =

r
p(1� p)

n
=

r
0.5(1� 0.5)

100
= 0.05.

12
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(6) Get the z-score for p̂ = 53.

z =
0.53� 0.5

0.05
= 0.6.

This means that the survey result lies within one
standard deviation of the mean.
The null hypotheses should not be rejected.

13

The �2 Test

This is a commonly used method to test the va-
lidity of the null hypotheses.

Example: Suppose you roll three dice 100 times,
and you get no sixes 48 times, one six 35 times,
two sixes 15 times and three sixes 3 times.

Are these statistically what you’d expect from fair
dice?

14

(7) What is the probability of obtaining x suc-
cesses in n independent trials of a binomial exper-
iment?

15

(8) What are the probabilities of getting no sixes,
one six, two sixes and three sixes when you roll
three dice?
No sixes: 0.579;
one six: 0.347;
two sixes: 0.069;
three sixes: 0.005.

16

(9) Convert to numbers you would expect after
100 throws of three dice.
No sixes: 58;
one six: 34.5;
two sixes: 7;
three sixes: 0.5.

17

Tabulate these against the observed results:

Observed. Calculated.

No
One
Two
Three

18
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The calculated values are the expected values. �2

is defined as

�2 =
X (observed� expected)2

expected

(10) Calculate �2 for our example.

19

We have thrown three dice. That’s a system with
“three degrees of freedom.” Looking at the appro-
priate line in a �2 table, we see that �2 = 23.37

lies well to the right of 0.005 and we can reject
the null hypothesis that the dice are fair.

20
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